FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: Bremerton Police Department
(360) 473-5228

Domestic Violence Murder / Suicide at 131 N. Marion Avenue on December 13, 2017
B17-009300

On Wednesday, December 13, 2017, around 6:56 PM, officers were dispatched to 131 N. Marion Avenue for a report of two people deceased inside the home. Officers arrived and immediately confirmed an adult male and adult female were deceased inside. Evidence of a violent assault existed, so detectives and crime scene personnel responded to further investigate. Two witnesses who found the decedents were interviewed by detectives. Detectives then executed a search warrant at 131 N. Marion Avenue.

Investigators believe the two victims were married. During the crime scene processing, detectives found the 22-year-old female victim had been stabbed multiple times. Investigators believe after fatally assaulting his wife, the male then hanged himself. The male was identified as a 23-year-old, Navy Sailor, assigned to the USS Nimitz.

Detectives continue to gather information as to what led up this domestic violence.

Anyone with information regarding this investigation are urged to contact detectives with the Bremerton Police Department at (360) 473-5228.